For the average doctor, joining the services is a major, unpredictable step. Here, in the 1990s, eyebrows are raised, colleagues grin, and former NHS consultants warn how impossible it will be to return to the secure fold of the NHS. But are the services so very different from civilian practice? Certainly, as a former military doctor I see the NHS becoming more like the army every day. Indeed I am often heard to say that my time in the services was the best training for civilian life available.
Until qualification the training ofcivilian and service doctors is the same. But the service medical student, or "cadet," in exchange for six years of his professional life, gets paid more as a student and is secure in the knowledge that the rat race for limited civilian jobs does not apply to him. In my day the cadets were the students with the fast cars and beautiful women, mixing in social circles that I knew nothing about.
Not all service doctors join as cadets. An Though modern service medical practice is essentially a peacetime practice, the occasional war still exists to put service doctors through their paces. This is when medicine becomes very real. Some would say that I have been fortunate to have seen active service in many different parts of the world. Having been through it, I am not so sure. As a service doctor, particularly if you are near the front line, any casualties you treat are likely to be your friends. I lost more than 20 good friends as an army doctor, all through active service somewhere. In one case the dead man was a friend I had known since school; he was shot on a pavement in Belfast.
The doctor on active service is there to provide both medical and moral support. To feel fear is natural, and any man who says that he does not is a liar. A serviceman cannot express his fears openly to his colleagues. I remember many men during the Falklands confrontation telling me how terrified they were. And yet when I saw the same men later in the company of other soldiers not a trace of fear did I see. The professional soldier has to adopt the "it'll never happen to me" policy as a means of protecting himself from the incredible strains that waiting for battle can impose.
Not find several service clinicians feeling frustrated and depressed as a result.
Looking after their own
As defence cuts bite deeper it is frequently suggested that a single services medical system would be a cost effective solution. This is unlikely-firstly, because it is difficult to prove that such an arrangement would be any cheaper than current expenditure, and, secondly, because many service doctors are vehetnently against the idea of a unified system. Army doctors treat soldiers, navy doctors treat sailors, and air force doctors treat their own. Realistically, life is not that simple, and several service hospitals do have all three services working within them. At regimental level, however, it is difficult to imagine a soldier accepting a sailor as his doctor or a sailor accepting a soldier as his. The background and training that each has experienced are so vastly different. None the less, despite discussions on a unified medical service, service personnel can take heart from the current political support they enjoy-that the three services' medical systems should remain separate entities, albeit with a triservice medical director.
An alternative would be to create service wings in civilian hospitals. This is already in operation in Belfast. Such an arrangement would allow immediate access to civilian facilities, while at the same time providing more unpaid staff for NHS use. There are difficulties: in Belfast security is the obvious problem; the military wing is not freely connected with its civilian counterpart and, in functional terms, might as well be a separate institution. Should such a free connection exist, be it in Belfast or elsewhere, there is danger that the service component of such wings might be diluted by an influx of civilian practices. Again, the identity of the service doctor would be lost and staffing might well suffer as a consequence.
Back in "Civvy Street"
For most service doctors there will come a time when it seems reasonable to leave and attempt to make a living out in "Civvy Street." More than 75% leave at Service doctors must be able to adapt to the unexpected (the author about to perfortn a laparotomy on a goat in the Middle East) BMJ VOLUME 301 "Gassed" byJohn SingerSargent the end of the initial six years. This is a very lonely time, which I remember only too well. For many years the services had fed me, paid me, posted me, and cared for me. Suddenly it was over and I found myselfhaving to justify to potential civilian bosses why I had dared to veer from the normal course of civilian surgical training. Few of the people I met at this stage had any realisation ofwhat skills a service doctor had that might be useful in civilian life. Trying to explain that the services excel in such subjects as diving and aviation medicine, rehabilitation, and mass casualty organisation was often greeted with tolerant disbelief. Perhaps this is why so many of my service doctor friends are now established in careers in, for example, oil rig rescue, the pharmaceutical industry, or bodyguard medical training. In this white paper era, however, I suspect that the service doctor will be in great civilian demand. The administrative training a service doctor receives is almost second to none, and administrative expertise is undoubtedly the way forward in our "modern" NHS.
Future of armed medical services
Surrounded by a health service with colossal waiting list problems the services are in an enviable position.
Waiting lists for service personnel simply do,not exist, at least in most specialties. But a serviceman might have to travel some distance to seek an opinion. Though many garrison towns have their own service hospital, this is not always the case, and it may mean a serviceman spending two nights away from home for one specialist outpatient consultation. None the less, service hospitals are popular among service personnel, are often in excellent decorative state, and have a bed occupancy appreciably lower than their NHS counterparts, which allows many service hospitals to admit civilian patients whenever possible (which is also important for training recognition). Indeed for many health districts the existence of a local service hospital staves off the need to produce extra beds from meagre NHS resources.
Faced with increasing staffing concerns women now feature highly in the services, both as doctors and as nurses. The army now admits that 10% of their doctors are women, and though many regiments would publicly shudder at the prospect of a female regimental medical officer working in the front line, behind the scenes these macho men are softies and look after their "quack" as carefully as they can.
The armed medical services have had to change to keep pace with changing times. The 1990s will produce further changes still. As the threat of war within NATO recedes, so other areas of operation appear. Indeed, as I write these lines, the Gulf crisis looms large. Modern day political attitudes ensure that the armed medical services have to work harder to survive. Already four fifths of the wartime military medical establishment would come from civilians and the Territorial and Army Volunteer Reserve. It would not take much to persuade a government to increase this still further and to rely less on the regular full timer. Aware of this, the medical services are continually seeking new openings beyond those that entail armed conflict-disaster relief, NHS waiting list initiatives, and trauma life support training to mention but a few. Time will tell how successful these efforts are. Perhaps the Gulf crisis, as did the Falldands crisis, will highlight how vital their role is; perhaps not. What is without doubt is the importance of having a cadre of capable men and women who are able to move at a moment's notice to give medical care to sick or injured servicemen. Long may they continue-I wish them well.
I thank the Armed Services Medical Directorate for their help in the preparation of parts of this article and 254 Field Ambulance (Cambridge) for providing the photograph of doctors training for war.
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